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Abstract  
Today the problem of botnets detection is very actual, as botnet are widespread and are used 
to perform different types of cyberattacks and to cause threats to network services and users’ 
properties. One of the mean the botnets use to connect with their command-and-control 
(C&C) is the domain name system (DNS). On other hand the fast-flux technique enables to 
avoid botnets’ detection. The pa-per presents a new botnets’ detection technique, which takes 
into account the DNS feature analysis, botnets’ architecture aspects, as well as theirs 
behaviors in the network and hosts. Proposed approach allows detecting the botnets’ bots of 
centralized, decentralized and hybrid architecture with high efficiency. 
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1. Introduction 

During recent years, such a phenomenon as a botnet has been one of the most dangerous types of 
malwares. Botnets are a powerful tool for cybercrime, such as DDoS attacks, banking fraud, cyber 
espionage, and malware distribution, usage of the IoT compromised devices and are used to organize 
anonymous proxies, provide remote machine service, as well as spread spam, click fraud, phishing, 
etc. These criminal acts cause significant harm to both individual users and the global economy as a 
whole [1-3]. 

The vast majority of botnets use the Domain Name System (DNS) to control the infected computer 
systems [4-7]. Using the DNS service gives an attacker the ability to anonymously and flexibly 
manage the botnet and increases its reliability. In order to develop, control, maintain, and conceal the 
infrastructure of the botnets’ com-mand-and-control (C&C), cybercriminals use a variety of 
techniques, including DNS-based evasion technologies. One of the most difficult to detect and 
actively used by botnet masters evasion technique is fast-flux. The detection of the botnet and the 
countermeasures implementation in order to terminate their activities is complicated by the possibility 
of anonymous management and dynamic geographically distributed structure of botnets. Thus, given 
the growing number of cybercrimes committed using botnets [8-10], the urgent task is to construct the 
new approaches for the detection of botnets to boost the detection efficiency. 

2. Related work 

The state-of-art concerning the botnet detection techniques is presented in this section. Thus, in 
[11] an approach for botnet detection is presented. It enables the procedure of scaling for every part of 
the known botnets, that makes it possible to per-form effective botnet detection. For this purpose, the 
researchers involved such methods as machine learning and statistical approaches. The paper 
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concluded that usage of the proposed technique demonstrated that the approach had good results for 
some types of botnets.  

In [12] the principles of the botnets functioning as well as damage they cause are presented. Paper 
also presents the set of botnet detection techniques in cyber-physical systems.  

The survey devoted to botnet detection problem is presented in [13] An article presents the botnets 
techniques based on theirs functioning features and architectures. In addition, authors have 
overviewed the set of approaches for fast-flux botnets host-, router- and DNS-based approaches for 
the efficient detection.  

In article [14] the principles of the fast-flux botnet spread in the networks are presented. The paper 
also provides an approach for the fast-flux botnets detection in the Internet Service Provider network 
infrastructures. For this purpose, authors gathered high amount of DNS traffic and make decision 
about botnet presence using the K-means clustering.  

An analysis of the Rustock botnet is presented in [15]. Paper is devoted to the fast-flux detection 
problem and present the network traffic features, that may indicate the botnet presence.  

In [16] a DNS-based approach for the detection of the botnet was presented. It employs the DNS 
query and response behaviors analysis, and is able to detect bot-nets with good efficiency.  

An article [17] provides the survey of the DNS-based detection techniques. It enables botnet 
detection via deep analysis of the DNS traffic.  

The paper [18] presents an approach for "zero-day" online fast-flux botnet detection. It uses a new 
adaptive approach for the detection. It is based on the new algorithm, trained with the usage of  fuzzy 
neural network. It makes it possible to perform the  traffic classification, and it demonstrates good 
results. The proposed framework is based on the investigation of the set of features of the fast-flux 
networks and uses DNS traffic database. A new framework for fast-flux botnet detection called Fast 
Flux Killer System (FFKS) is presented in [19]. It employed an adaptive dynamic evolving spiking 
neural network algorithm for the network traffic classification.  

In [20] an approach that is able to recognize the presence via analysis of the group of botnet’s 
domains. Such group may be formed by a special domain generator. Also, approach analyzes possible 
variants of the botnet’s domain groups that belong to other botnets. Technique is able to detect if the 
domain names group was formed into a specified botnet using the fast-flux technique. For this 
purpose, the approach uses the  mechanism known as a double-stages detection.  In [21] an approach 
for fast-flux botnet detection based on the passive analysis of the DNS traffic is pro-posed. It involves 
the analysis of the set of features, that may indicate botnet presence. The proposed technique is based 
on the near-real-time identification of different metrics that measure a wide range of botnets' fast-flux 
features. Author propose to combined needed metrics via a mathematical and data mining approach. 
The paper [22] presents a new framework called “The Gunner System”. It is filtering approach, that 
involves the rule-based DNS features of the botnets detection.  

A new system for the detection of botnets called BotGRABBER was presented in [23,24]. It serves 
as an intrusion detection system, has an adaptive nature, and makes it possible to provide resilient 
functioning of the network infrastructure in the situation of  the cyberattacks caused by botnets. While 
attacks are being performed, BotGRABBER produces needed security scenarios according to the 
network state for the attack’s mitigation.   

In [25,26] the techniques for botnets malware detection are presented. As Intrusion Detection 
System it performs the botnet’s detection with good effectiveness. 

The state-of-art showed that great variety of the techniques have been proposed and they 
demonstrate sufficient detection. However, the false positives presence attests to the fact that 
proposed approaches do not combine detection via botnets’ features analysis, architectural aspects 
analysis, and botnet’s behavior analysis on theirs different lifecycle stages. 

3. DNS-Based Fast-Flux Botnet Detection Technique 
3.1. Fast-Flux Botnet Lifecycle 

In this section we present a new approach for DNS-based fast-flux botnet detection, which is based 
on botnets’ models creation. Proposed models describe the botnets’ functioning and take into 



consideration as features analysis, as architectural particularities, as well as botnet’s behavior in the 
hosts presented in computer networks. 

To develop a new botnet’s functioning model, let us consider the its life-cycle. In general, each 
typical botnet has the set of stages: (1) infection of the host or penetration into the host; (2) attempt to 
register in the host and attempt to connect to the command and control center called as C&C server; 
(3) attempt to execute the malicious actions in the network or host; (4) maintenance; (5) attempt to 
execute the self-destruction [27]. 

Unlike uninfected computer systems on the local network, which typically use local DNS servers 
for DNS queries, infected with computer systems can also use free DNS services (OpenDNS, 
FreeDNS) or their own DNS servers. A scheme of the establishing a connection between the botnets 
and the C&C server using DNS is presented on Fig.1. The queries and responses sequence are 
represented by the notation from 1 to 10. DNS queries are initiated by the bot in the following 
situations: (1) for the initial registration of the bot and integration with the botnet after successful 
computer system infection; (2) after the connection to C&C server fails (after the 3-stage is failed, the 
"handshake" the bots start sending requests to the DNS server); (3) after migrating of the C&C server; 
(4) after changing the IP address of the C&C server; (5) when executing the malicious actions (DDoS-
attacks, spam-mailings etc.); (6) after rebooting of the infected computer system; (7) in order to 
increase noise immunity (to obtain additional domain names group, that is related to the botnets 
operation, bot performs the reverse DNS queries). 

 

 
Figure 1: The scheme of the establishing the connection between botnets and C&C server using DNS  

 
One of the characteristic feature DNS-queries from the infected computer system is the group 

activity [28]. The botnets’ bots perform the simultaneous or concentrated in a short period DNS-
queries when attempting to connect to C&C-servers, to perform procedure of migration, to execute 
the actions or to download the malware updates. 



In situation, when the DNS resource records concerning the domain name were cached by the 
DNS client of the computer system, the repeated DNS request does not go beyond the local DNS 
cache of the computer system before the TTL is expired. A lot of botnets ignore the duration of TTL 
period presented in response from the authoritative DNS server to the DNS request. It means that the 
component of botnet tries to clear the local DNS cache and resends the domain name before the end 
of the TTL period. It allows bot master increasing the flexibility and reliability of bot management 
Fig. 2, a, b, in the sequence of actions is represented by the notation from 1 to 6). 

 

 
Figure 2: A repeated DNS request for a domain name before the end of the TTL period: a) in case of 
a cached DNS response in the local DNS cache; b) after clearing the local DNS cache  

3.2. DNS-Based Fast-Flux Botnet Model 

Let us define the DNS-based fast-flux botnet model in the point of view of a bot’s management 
during its lifecycle. Let present is as a: 
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Figure 3: Botnet’s architecture types: a) centralized; b) decentralized; c) hybrid  
 
Let us consider the principles of fast-flux botnet functioning. The control elements of the "fast-

flux" botnet have more advanced functionality compared to typical botnets C&C – servers, as they are 
hidden behind the network from a set of external proxy servers – "flux-agents". Such flux–agents are 
redirecting the requests to botnets’ bots and their data to and from the internal control servers. In 
Fig.4,5 the sequences of requests and responses represented by the notation from 1 to 11 are 
presented. 

The single fast-flux network consists of set of bots and uses the domain name d during the interval 
of DNS TTL-period. It uses the domain name d for the communication with the set of control 
elements { }ncc ,...,1 . In addition, domain name d is mapped to a new cyclically changing subset of IP 
addresses, { }niid ,...,1→ . All mentioned IP addresses belong to the infected hosts (that is bots) that 
make redirection of the traffic to the control elements and are geographically distributed (in this case, 
no matter how), { } { }CxZxxcc n ∈∧∈=:,...,1 . Detailed scheme of single fust-flux botnet 
functioning is presented in Fig.4. 

 

 
Figure 4: Single fast-flux botnet functioning scheme  
 



 
Figure 5: Double fast-flux botnet functioning scheme 
 

For double fast-flux network (Fig.5) the addition domain names needed for the botnet construction, 
and that are generated by authoritative name server n are mapped to subset of cyclic changed IP 
addresses. In this case, we can present it as follow: d -> 1{ , ... , }ni i , d -> 1{ , ... , }me e . All mentioned IP 
addresses additionally are geographically distributed infected computer systems,
{ } { }NxZxxnn m ∈∧∈=:,...,1 . Given that, in the situation of double fast-flux botnet, amount of 
name servers is more than 1, 1{ , ... , }mn n -> 1{ , ... , }ne e .The use as proxies of a large number of infected 
compute systems located in different parts of the world, and numerous redirects make it difficult to 
monitor and to disable the C&C of such a botnet. 

Let us present the set of computer systems which reform DNS-queries during monitoring time as 
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, where ikj ,,υ  is the computer system’s MAC address; τN – a total 

number of such subsets; , ,j kNϒ  – the number of computer systems in the network that sent DNS 
queries within a certain TTL period. 

Similarly, let us denote incoming DNS messages as the set 
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of captured incoming DNS messages concerning a specified domain name during the monitoring 
time; kj ,Ω – subset of the incoming messages performed by bot in the infected host, aimed to the 

specified domain name, captured during specified TTL period, { } kjN
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captured DNS message from or to infected network host; kjN ,,Ω – amount captured messages. 
Taking into account the fields of the incoming DNS message, the data from which can be used to 

detect DNS queries of botnets, let us describe the captured domain name DNS response as: 
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where ϒΩ  – MAC-address of the computer system that performed the DNS-query; TSΩ – 
timestamp (DNS-packet capture time); IPΩ – IP-address of the DNS-packet source; 

ADDATHANSHD ΩΩΩΩ ,,, – DNS-message sections: Header, Answer, Authority and Additional 
respectively. 
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where IDHD,Ω – identifier that enable assigning the DNS-query and DNS-respond (ID field); 

{ }2,...,0, ∈Ω OPCHD – query type (OPCODE field); { }, 0,...,5HD RCΩ ∈  – respond code (RCODE 

field); ,HD QDCΩ  – a number of records in the query section (QDCOUNT field); ,HD ANCΩ , ,HD NSCΩ ,

,HD ARCΩ – a number of resource queries in the respond sections, name servers and additional data 
(ANCOUNT, NSCOUNT, ARCOUNT fields). 

Sections of respond, name servers as well as additional data has identical format and is described 
as: 
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where {" "," "," "}∈S ANS ATH ADD , ,S NMΩ – the name of the domain to which the resource record 

belongs (NAME field); ,S TPΩ – the code type of the resource record (TYPE field), it defines the value 

and the format of the data in the RDATA field; ,S τΩ – life time of DNS records (TTL field); ,S RDLΩ – 

the length of the RDATA field (RDLENGTH field); ,S RDTΩ – a string that describes the resource 

(RDATA field); ,RR SN – resource records’ amount in DNS message section (similar value to value 

,HD ANCΩ , ,HD NSCΩ , ,HD ARCΩ  for corresponding section). 
Let present botnet’s fast-flux features: 
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where 1 2 3, ,φ φ φ – TTL-period, mode, median, average value respectively, 4φ – a number of A-

records of DNS-messages; 5φ – average distance between IP concerning incoming DNS-message’s A-

records; 6φ – amount of unique IP concerning A-records; 7φ – average distance between unique IP of 

the incoming DNS-messages, 8φ – amount of various autonomous system numbers; 9φ – average 

distance between IP for NS-records; 10φ – amount of various autonomous system numbers for name 

servers; 11φ – amount of NS-records; 12φ – DNS retry timeout, 
The presence of the botnet that uses the fast-flux evasion technique based on the DNS can be 

detected using a rule: 
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3.3. Fast-Flux Botnet Detection Process 

Let present botnet’s fast-flux detection procedure as: 
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where TΩ – set of gathered DNS responds to the set of hosts in the network; 1
Tf – comparison 

procedure of domain names in “white/black” lists; T
GAC – algorithms for botnet detection that use the 

group activity in DNS-traffic [28,29]; T
ETC – algorithms for botnet detection, that use the fast-flux 

evasion technique [30]; 2
Tf – a function for the infected computer systems localization and the bots’ 

blocking; { } 0
TN

m m
T t

=
= – monitoring time, where TN – a number of the monitoring iterations. 

The scheme of the fast-flux botnet detection is presented in Fig.6. 
 

 
Figure 6: The scheme of the fast-flux botnet detection 
 
Fast-flux botnet detection process as the time diagram is given in Fig.7, where ot – the start of the 

monitoring (the incoming DNS-traffic gathering), { }1,..., nt t – the monitoring iterations time. 

 
Figure 7: The time diagram of the fast-flux botnet detection 

4. Experiments 
4.1. Evaluation Setting 

To perform the model’s validation with the employment of the botnet datasets [31-35], number of 
experiments were conducted.  

The main aim of the dataset’s usage was to combine all possible botnets functioning aspects 
(different botnets’ features, architectural properties, their functional intent). To do this the set of 
botnets’ traffic dump were analyzed and the set of botnets’ behavior models at different botnets’ 
lifecycle stages were built. The training data contained 132415 samples of fast-flux DNS traffic, and 
the test data contained 32415 samples. Among a great number of botnets’ samples such as TrickBot, 
Lokibot, AZORult, NanoCore, NetWire, Gozi, RemocsRAT, ArkeiStealer, NjRAT and other [36] 
were used for the experiments. Also test data contained 16804 samples of benign traffic.  

To perform the classification procedure the set of classifiers were employed: Support Vector 
Machine [24], k-nearest neighbors [38], fuzzy c-means clustering [28, 39], Artificial Immune System 
[37, 40]. As the classification core the framework BotGRABBER [24] was used. 



4.2. Experiments Results 

To test the effectiveness of the proposed approach, all the test samples were divided into the 
classes FL1-FL6, according to their nature: 

1. FL1 – a set of centralized single-flux botnets bots; 
2. FL2 – a set of centralized  double-flux botnets bots; 
3. FL3 – a set of decentralized single-flux botnets bots; 
4. FL4 – a set of decentralized double-flux botnets bots; 
5. FL5 – a set of hybrid single-flux botnets bots; 
6. FL6 – a set of hybrid double-flux botnets bots. 

Test result of experiments are presented in figures 8-10.  
 

 
Figure 8: Detection results for a) the centralized single-flux botnets' bots; b) the centralized double-
flux botnets' bots 



 
Figure 2: Detection results for a) the decentralized single-flux botnets’ bots; b) the decentralized 
double-flux botnets’ bots 

 
Figure 3: Detection results for a) the hybrid single flux-botnets’ bots; b) the hybrid double-flux 
botnets’ bots 

 



Test result of experiments illustrated that involvement the only analysis of features demonstrated 
low detection efficiency. Involvement of the analysis of the architectural botnets’ aspect into the 
detection process increased the efficiency up to 88%, while addition of the botnets’ bots behaviors 
analysis allowed increasing of the detection efficiency up to 99%. The false positives were at the rate 
from 3 to 6%.  

Experiments also showed that the botnets with centralized single-flux architecture are easy to 
detect, while the detection results concerning hybrid are rather lower.  

Another aspect of the experiments results is the involvement of different classifiers. The difference 
between classification results among used classifiers is not high but overall results is significant. 

5. Discussion 

Proposed technique can be improved by adding new malicious samples of the fast flux botnets’ 
attacks. To increase the detection accuracy different machine learning algorithms may be employed. 
In addition, the technique can be improved by addition the new features and behavioral aspects, 
relevant to the  botnets’ attacks and providing correspond security scenarios. 

6. Conclusion 

The paper presents DNS-based fast-flux botnet detection approach. The detection process is based 
on botnets’ functioning models. Proposed models describe the bot-nets’ functioning and take into 
consideration features analysis, architectural particularities, as well as botnet’s behavior such as group 
activity in the network and hosts. 

Proposed botnets’ models take into account the use of botnets DNS at theirs life cycle stages, and 
the use of botnet fast-flux technology to avoid detection. 

Another aspect of the approach was to take into consideration different ways of communication of 
bots with command-and-control centers of botnets and to identify botnets’ bot by analysis of theirs 
architecture (centralized, distributed and hybrid). Combination of mentioned aspect enabled to 
increase the detection efficiency. 

As the mean of conclusion making different classifiers were involved. Thus, experiments have 
shown the ability to detect botnets involving the developed technique up to 99%, while the false 
positives level was about 3-6%. 
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